THE SHAPING OF THE ANCIENT PARISH OF ST TUDY
HOW GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY HAVE PLAYED THEIR PARTS
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INTRODUCTION
This presentation aims to show how the physical landscape of the area shaped the Parish of St
Tudy, and how over a thousand years of occupation left its mark.
GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION
The parish of St Tudy is an upland area of over 3000 acres, rising to around 460ft and falling off on
all sides to rivers and watercourses; steeply down to the River Allen in the west. Its soil, temperate
climate and moderate rainfall make it ideal agricultural land for both arable farming and pasture.
EARLY HISTORY
In Roman Britain, Christianity was just one of many religions practised throughout the Empire. In
410 the Romans withdrew from Britain leaving it open to Angle and Saxon invasions from the east.
These began in 449, forcing Christian Britons westwards into Wales, Cornwall and Brittany.
In the 5th and 6th centuries, Celtic missionaries from Brittany and Ireland travelled to Wales, and
Cornwall, establishing Christian cells and churches to serve local populations. This has been called
‘Age of Saints’
Cornwall was either well blessed at this time, or in great need of spiritual guidance, as so many
Cornish place names remember these ancient Celtic saints.
It was some time later, in 597, that the First Papal Mission to the south and east of Britain began
the conversion of the pagan Anglo Saxons to Christianity under the Church of Rome.

FOUNDING OF THE CHURCH
The village and parish are named for St Tudy (Tudinus Tudic), a Breton monk of the 6th century
Landevennec Abbey
th
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Hermitage at Ile Tudy

This statue of Saint Tudy (probably a romanticised Victorian image) is on the facade of the church at
Isle Tudy, Finisterre, Brittany, where the saint had a hermitage. The flowing beard and mustache
were a Celtic fashion.
He was also Abbott of the monastery at Landevennec, founded by Saint Winwalloe to whom the
church at Gunwalloe in Cornwall is dedicated. There are many other places in Brittany associated
with St Tudy.
St Tudy was a contemporary of St Brieuc who died in 502AD, and it is thought that both of them
travelled to Cornwall as missionaries by way of the Camel Estuary. The founding of St Breock’s
church near Wadebridge also suggests this.

The circular plot of land on which the present church stands
in the centre of the village is the site of the early Celtic
church.

EARLY SETTLEMENT
Of course, a missionary would need
people he could minister to – and
Cornwall Council’s Interactive map has
identified a number of Iron Age/
Romano British settlements or rounds
in the area, much of this evidence
coming from crop marks on aerial
photographs. Many more must exist
still undiscovered.
It is thought that the church was built
within one of these earlier Iron Age
enclosures.
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Rounds are shown at Bodinnick; Bearoak; Lanterrick (x2); Tinten; Tamsquite; Bravery; Hendra, and
Polglaze.
The name Hengar is Old Cornish for ‘Old Fortress’, and an Iron Age/Romano British fort has been
identified in the area.

In 2008, a geophysical survey was carried out on
this field at Bodinnick – one of the sites being
considered for building a new school.
The circular features were interpreted as Iron
Age/Romano British enclosures surrounding
farmsteads – providing evidence of early settlement
and agriculture. This would have been farming at a
subsistence level.
The term Romano British refers to the indigenous people living under nominal Roman occupation –
ie. the Cornish. The far west of Britain, however, saw little Roman interference, and local chieftains
still held power.
Interestingly, the name ‘Bodinnick’ translates from Old Cornish as the ‘dwelling by the fortress’ – or
‘fortified dwelling’.

ANGLO SAXON CORNWALL
By the year 800, the Celtic lands of Scotland, Wales, Devon and Cornwall (Dumnonia) were the only
areas not ruled by Anglo Saxon kingdoms.
Battles were fought in the 8th and 9th centuries against Wessex which sought to expand into the far
west, the Celtic populations often being assisted by Scandinavian allies, especially Danish Vikings.
Devon was conquered around 722, but Cornwall held out until 838 when a joint army of Cornish
and Vikings was defeated near Callington, and so it became part of Wessex. Even then the Cornish
continued to rebel.
Local place names provide evidence of Saxon settlement in this area.
The ‘stow’ in Padstow, Michaelstow and Davidstow is Anglo Saxon for meeting place - ‘tun’ as in
Helstone is Anglo Saxon for settlement.
There are no Anglo Saxon place names within this parish, however St Tudy is in the Hundred of
Triggshire, an Anglo Saxon administrative division.

In the church is this coped tombstone which was thought to be Anglo Saxon, or perhaps Viking as it
is carved with interlaced decoration.

This smaller but similar stone is in the churchyard at Lanivet is dated to the 10th century.
These are not of the same form as the ‘hogbacks’ accredited to the Anglo-Norsemen (originally
Vikings) who were expelled from Dublin in 902AD. Moreover, there is no place name and little
personal name evidence for Scandinavian settlement in the whole of Cornwall.

It seems that in 8th – 13th century there was a fashion for ‘Irish Sea’ decoration in the form of
interlaced carvings, echoing the intricate patterns found in Gospels written at monasteries in
Ireland, England and Brittany.

Book of Kells Irish 8th Century

Bodmin Gospels

King Doniert’s Stone 8th Century

Breton 900AD

10th Century

The earliest example in Cornwall is on the 8th century King Doniert’s stone at St Cleer, and it’s found
on many Celtic crosses of the 10th century, dating them firmly in the Anglo Saxon period.
The decoration is purely decorative, having no religious significance.

The Anglo Saxon kingdoms were finally united under Athelstan, King of Wessex 924-927 and first
King of All England 927-939.
The St Petroc’s monastery at Bodmin, founded in 564, was favoured by Athelstan who increased
their land holdings and wealth.
At this time, farmsteads increased in number and size - growing crops and grazing animals to
produce a surplus with which to feed the expanding population.
----------There has been a recent suggestion that the church at St Tudy was founded as late as 920 by the
abbot and some inhabitants of Loc Tudy fleeing for safety during the Norman invasions of the
Kingdom of Brittany, when monasteries and cities were looted.
Brittany and Cornwall had strong trade and cultural links dating back into prehistory, so it’s not
surprising that some would have travelled to Cornwall in the 10 th century. In fact, the illuminated
Bodmin Gospel was written at a monastery in Brittany.
The refugees are said to have brought with them the relics of St Tudy, settling in the area and
establishing St Tudy’s church.
It is more likely that the long established and powerful Bodmin Priory would have claimed these
relics, rather than a new religious community being created around them.
A more probable scenario would be that St Tudy himself came here as a missionary and established
a church in his name in the 6th century. Some 400 years later, in the 10th century, his relics were
brought to his church in Cornwall for safekeeping - if, indeed, the relics ever came to Cornwall,
At some point the relics were given to Althelstan, who was a great collector of religious artefacts,
and he donated them to Exeter Cathedral upon its foundation in 932. They are listed in the Leofric
Missal of the 10th & 11th centuries as being held at Exeter Cathedral.
This poses the questions - Was the coped tombstone, which is of the right date, a marker for St
Tudy’s relics? – Does its large size reflect its importance?
After all this was the Dark Ages – and in the absence of firm evidence, we can speculate as much as
we like – but may never know the stone’s significance.

THE NORMAN CONQUEST
Whereas the Anglo Saxon take over had been gradual process, the effects of the Norman Conquest
were wide reaching and almost immediate.
Power shifted from local chieftains to the King William’s favoured nobles. The greatest of these was
his half brother Robert the Count of Mortain who held 797 manors, which included almost all of
Cornwall.
French and Latin became official languages of the court, church and nobility, and English and
Cornish belonged only to the uneducated peasants.
The Church of Rome ousted Celtic Christianity, and a stone built Norman church replaced the old
church as the conquerors put their own stamp on the country.
St Tudy is still listed as a Catholic Saint – feast day May 11th

The DOMESDAY SURVEY of 1086 recorded details of the land in every part of the kingdom at that
time, for taxation purposes, but also noted how it had been at the time of the Conquest in 1066.
St Tudy was recorded as Eglostudic – a church settlement not a village
1066 Overlords
Canons of St Petroc, Bodmin
1086 Lord

Only four small manors were identified in the parish –
Polrode, 1066
1086
Lamellen
1066
1086 Lord
Trewen
1066
1086
Tinten.
1066
1086

Overlord
Lord
Tenant in Chief

Canons of St Petroc, Bodmin
Robert, Count of Mortain (Norman)
Canons of St Petroc

Lord of the manor
Edwy (Saxon)
Berner of Hornacott (Norman)
Tenant in Chief
Robert, Count of Mortain (Norman)
Lord
Lord
Tenant in Chief

Edwy
Berner of Hornacott (Norman)
Robert, Count of Mortain(Norman)

Lord
Lord
Tenant in Chief

Bishop of Exeter
Richard son of Turolf (Norman)
Bishop of Exeter

Robert, Count of Mortain

POSSIBLE BOUNDARIES OF DOMESDAY MANORS approx, 25 – 40 acres (on the 1880 OS map)

POLRODE

8 households (quite small), 4 villagers,
3 smallholders, 1 slave, 3 ploughlands, 17a. pasture,
3a woodland,
3 cattle, 20 sheep, 4 goats
( ~ 35a mostly pasture)

TINTEN

8 households (small) 5 villagers, 2 smallholders,
1 slave; 5 ploughlands, 1.5 lord's ploughteams, 3 men's
ploughteams; 0.25 Lord's lands, Woodland 1 acre; 3 cattle
20 sheep (~ 26a mostly arable)

LAMELLEN

7 households (small), 5 smallholders,
2 slaves; 4 ploughlands, 1 Lord's ploughteam, 0.4
men's ploughteams; 0.12 Lord's lands, Pasture 20
acres;
8 cattle, 60 sheep (~ 40a arable & pasture )

TREWEN

2 small holders; 1 ploughland; 30
acres pasture; (~ 35a mostly pasture)

Definition of a Plough(land)
When Domesday refers to number of ploughs it is referring to the taxable amount of land
that can be ploughed by a team of eight oxen. Thus, land ‘for half a plough’ (or ‘for four
oxen’) means half a plough land. Alternatively, a notional figure for taxation purposes.

After the conquest, land was cleared and improved around the developing village, and in some
areas, was organised into communal field systems with strips or stitches.

Many pre-conquest farmsteads, however, continued to operate unchanged as shown by the
random field patterns around Tinten.

Lower Long Park Higher Long Park

Fields names on the Tithe map of 1839 echo the Norman system of agriculture, such as:Great Meadow out towards Bodinnick (communal meadow)
Several called ‘close’ or described as ‘long’ eg. Long Close in Coldsent; Long Park in Pool Park and
others
Dogget’s Stitch Meadow Kellygreen.

THE PARISH OF ST TUDY
Definition:

PARISH

the smallest unit of ecclesiastical administration
an area looked after by a priest and his church

The term ‘parish’ was first applied to Anglo-Saxon townships by the 8th Archbishop of Canterbury
who died in 690. In general, parish boundaries would have been established by the early Middle
Ages.
St Tudy, however, is classed as an Ancient Ecclesiastical Parish – ie. existing before the Norman
Conquest.

ST TUDY PARISH BOUNDARY

The above map shows St Tudy Parish boundary as it is today. As you can see, over 90% follows
natural watercourses, another indication that the boundary was established in ancient times, and
has perhaps remained largely unchanged for over 1000 years.

MIDDLE AGES
During the Middle Ages, England’s population more than doubled, increasing the demand for food.
The original Manors grew in size, and other estates and farms were established. In the mid 1300s ,
however, the Black Death swept across Europe killing 30 – 60% of the population in some areas.
Consequently, agriculture reverted to a less labour intensive system of self-contained farming
families, typically with 9 – 12 fields, which allowed for mixed farming and crop rotation. The
resulting pattern of fields often echoed the earlier feudal strips and stitches.
These medieval divisions still survive in St Tudy – as shown by the tithe Map of 1839. The whole of
the Parish is divided into farms and estates, encircling the village, with its church at the centre. The
Norman church was rebuilt in the Perpendicular style of 15th century, perhaps reflecting the
prosperity of the parish at this time.
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HIGHER
POLSHEA
LOWER POLSHEA
HENGAR
BODINNICK

TREGOODEN

TAMSQUITE

TINTEN
TRENARLETT

BRAVERY
TRESQUARE
HENDRA

B O D R I G GA N

Duchy of Cornwall owned land is outlined in black and occupies almost half the parish.

There was no common land in the parish, to be enclosed in the 1600s and later – meaning that the
medieval landscape has remained the framework upon which all subsequent development in the
parish has taken place.
I must thank that notable expert on Cornish Place Names, Oliver Padel, who has confirmed that
almost 90% of the farm names in the parish are derived from Old Cornish and, by inference, were
established in antiquity.
The following are examples of his interpretations, together with the date of the earliest record of
that name.
Kellygryn Shaking (Aspen?) grove 1258

Penvose Head or end of the dyke 1277

Bodrygan Rigun’s dwelling 1284

Loskeyle Narrow valley 1385

CORNWALL COUNCIL’S INTERACTIVE MAP

https://map.cornwall.gov.uk/website/ccmap/

Most of the Early and Medieval sites on this map refer to field patterns and boundaries which still
exist, showing that St Tudy retains its essentially medieval agricultural shape.

Some field names on the 1839 Tithe Map hint at earlier uses. For example:Fields at Penvose & Tregarrick (by Hengar) called Warren - where rabbits were farmed in the 13th C
3 fields called Deer Park in Polrode recall the park created by Sir Walter de Carminow in 1357
Chapel Meadow at Kellygreen

site of a medieval chapel and graveyard

WATERWAYS
We have already seen that natural streams define the limits of the parish of St Tudy. In addition to
the, they also form the boundaries of a number of farms and estates, as the following examples
show.

Kellygreen Estate Map dated 1773
defined by water on the north,
south and west boundaries

Sowdens/Polshea 1819
Tenants of Lady Scawen
includes Bear Oak, as did the ancient
Manor of Polrode – now outside the
parish boundary. Bounded by water
on the north and west.

WATER POWER
A large number of watermills harnessed the power of the rivers Allen and Camel, and show that
corn was a major crop in the parish, although they were not necessarily all working at the same
time. The longest operating mill seems to have been Pawley’s Mill at Pooleys Bridge, a Duchy mill.

Trehannick

Polrode
Penvose

Lanseague
Tremeer

Trewen Bone Mill
Kellygreen
Trenarlett

Kellygreen
Tretheveran

Water Wheel

Littlewood

Pawley’s Mill

Trehannick Mill

Corn on 1864 map

Saw Mill in 2016

Polrode Mill

Corn on 1864 map

1839 Tithe Map

Penvose Mill

Corn on 1864 map

1839 Tithe Map Mills (plural)

Lanseague Mill

Corn on 1864 map

Trewen Bone Mill

Fields called Mill Hill

Mills (plural)

2 Dwellings 1880 Census

Kelly Green

Estate map of 1773 shows mill leat but no mill
1839 Tithe Map shows a Machine Stream and a Mill Leat but no mill

Tretheveren

Mills (plural) on Martyn’s map of 1748

Littlewood

Corn on 1880 map

Tremeer

1839 Tithe Map ‘Machine Pool”

Tinten

1660 lease of a water corn mill called Pawley’s Mill
Grist 1809 Tinten Manor Court Rolls
Saw Mill on 1868 map;
An important mill for the Duchy Manor of Tinten for over 200 years
Operated 1600s – 1870s
disused 1905

Trenarlett

Grist in 1809 Tinten Manor Court Rolls
Water wheel on 1868 map

Trehannick Mill

still stands at Les Mewen’s Timber Yard

Polrode Mill

survives as a cottage.

ROADS AND LANES

1699
1748
Gascoyne’s map of 1699 shows only 2 roads leading into the village from the south, whereas on
Martyn’s map of 1748 the roads are more numerous – and most are still in existence.

As a general rule, the narrower the lane, the older it is. The above are the two lanes to the village
shown on the 1699 map .

This map illustrates the relationship between the roads and lanes, and the estates and tenements
within the parish.

It can be seen that, for the most
part, the roads and lanes have
developed from trackways skirting
the farms, resulting in a distinctive
network of highways and byways.
The original divisions seem to have
been nominally 100 – 120 acres,
which approximates to a Hide, the
Norman division of land for tax
purposes.

You may think that the division of the parish into estates and tenement farms was done
haphazardly, but that was not the case.
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The boundaries have been delineated to show how they follow not only the watercourses, but also
valleys and the high points of the landscape.
This early, simple way of defining the limits needed no boundary markers - for example, you would
know that your land was from that stream to that valley, and from the crest of the ridge down to
the river.

TO SUMMARISE
The geographical features of soil and climate in this upland area make it ideally suited to
agriculture, being both well watered and well drained – and this was exploited by Iron Age, Romano
British, and Anglo-Saxon peoples living in scattered communities of small farmsteads
The Celtic church settlement of St Tudy was founded in the 6th century by the Breton monk of that
name or his followers, but the actual village wasn’t established until after the Norman Conquest
when a new Church of Rome was built on the site of the Celtic Church, and the parish boundaries
were formalised.
Population growth locally and country wide provided the impetus for agricultural expansion,
improvement and development, with the whole of the parish being under arable farming or pasture
by the 1300s or even earlier.
And so it remains today - with field boundaries reflecting earlier agricultural practices, as do some
of the field names.
A large number of watermills harnessed the power of the Allen and Camel rivers, and were an
indication of the abundance of grain harvested and, by inference, the prosperity of the landowners.
The actual shape of the Parish and of the farms and estates within it, have been largely determined
by the physical attributes of the landscape - the rivers and streams; valleys and ridges. The tracks
around them became the ‘spiders web’ of lanes and roads around the village.
Today St Tudy is an essentially medieval landscape with later building and development, and the
consolidation of small plots in to larger fields, taking place within a framework established before
the end of the Middle Ages in the late 1400s.
This is a story of over two thousand years of settlement and farming in the parish, an interaction
between geography and history in which men have used the land to their best advantage, leaving
traces of all that has gone before for us to find today – if we take the time to look…………………….!

Angela Aylward
June 2017

